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Saint seiya awakening guide summon

Getting an S Gold Saints is quite frustrating, some players draw more than 100 Advanced Summon, but they get nothing, instead they only get common Saints like A, B or either C Saints. But there are tricks that will help you get S Gold Saints with more chance from the lead in the game. This guide will work on both
Asian version and Global version, Knights of the Zodiac (KotZ) For new accounts, the chances of getting 1 to 2 Gold saints are possible and could be used as a re-roll to use a fresh account to settle for an OP Gold Saint line up. Players could also get Gold Saints from completing their required Shards. For discussion and
other tips, please join our exclusive . Re-roll New Account If You Haven't Got Any Gold Saints Yet, Did You Know You Can Get Gold Saints From Your First 20 Draws Using Advanced Summon? The game set this condition to give newbie players a chance to have a Gold Saints on their line up. (Note: These warranty
condition will not work with Tema Summon) After drawing 20 draws, the likelihood of getting saints will be back to normal. Theme Summon Every week, For a limited time, there will be a new theme for certain a Gold Saints that will be features of Theme Summon. Drawing here will give you a higher chance to get that
theme Gold Saints. This week Theme Gold Saints is Sagittarius Aiolos. Tips on summoning/invocation Usually the rate of summoning a saints depends on its rarity: S Saints are 2%, A Saints are 20% and B Saints is 78%. But dev did not confirm those chances. But ever notice of the text in the lower left corner of the
screen in the call page? This text matters, and it serves as an extra lucky point when summoning Saints when you pointed to the right coordinates. There are 3 label indicator for this text, Luckiest gives it higher: Depending on the server, these text changes from time to time and after server to server. Below is the list of
Summon Tips and its corresponding constellation or coordinates (You don't have to target the exact coordinates that point close to the coordinates will be good). Be sure to only do this tricks on single shots, no more. TipsConstellationTimes er ChangingDo ikke pege på nogen Constellation, punkt i ledig pladsNorthern
LuckPegasus (22 ° 06'39, 23h8m0s) Western LuckAries (25 ° 47'51 , 2h8m9s) Jomfruen (0 ° 44'45 , 12h14m35s) Eastern LuckSagittarius(-37°33'9, 19h13m5s) Center of Hound, Leo og Jomfruen(17°55'29, 12h3m42s) Libra(-15°8'17, 15h1m16s) Skorpion(28°33'56, 16h8m26s) Kran(-46°29'20, 21h14m25s) Sydlige
LuckAries(25°47'51, 2h8m9s) Midten af Kræft(3°43', 51, 8h9m50s) Begyndelser og slutningerMellem Vædderen og Fiskene (17°48'34, 1h14m43s)Near Endless CuriosityScorpio(28°33'56, 16h8m26s) Hound(38°2'17, Three Constellations are in happinessScorpio(28°33'56, 16h8m26s) Time FliesScorpio(28°33'56,
16h8m26s) Taurus(18°9'47, 4h8m12s) Fire Makes Metal indicates the arrival of happiness. Virgo(0°44'45, 12h14m35s) Sagittarius(-37°23'53, 19h11m40s) What you need to do is target the corresponding constellation when summoning a Summon Theme or Advanced Summon. Testing the Tips We tried to use this trick,
after 38 draws, we got an S Gold Cancer Deathmask. The current lucky tip was Luckier, Eastern Luck and we've pointed all the draws to the Sagittarius constellation. This will increase your chances of getting Gold Saints and A Saints. However, this information is not yet confirmed by the game devs, but a lot of players
got luckier when following tricks. You don't want to lose anything when you try it. Getting an S Gold Saints is quite frustrating, some players draw more than 100 Advanced Summon, but they get nothing, instead they only get common Saints like A, B or either C Saints. But there are tricks that will help you get S Gold
Saints with more chance from the lead in the game. This guide will work on both Asian version and Global version, Knights of the Zodiac (KotZ) For new accounts, the chances of getting 1 to 2 Gold saints are possible and could be used as a re-roll to use a fresh account to settle for an OP Gold Saint line up. Players
could also get Gold Saints from completing their required Shards. For discussion and other tips, please join our exclusive . Re-roll New Account If You Haven't Got Any Gold Saints Yet, Did You Know You Can Get Gold Saints From Your First 20 Draws Using Advanced Summon? The game set this condition to give
newbie players a chance to have a Gold Saints on their line up. (Note: These warranty condition will not work with Tema Summon) After drawing 20 draws, the likelihood of getting saints will be back to normal. Theme Summon Every week, For a limited time, there will be a new theme for certain a Gold Saints that will be
features of Theme Summon. Drawing here will give you a higher chance to get that theme Gold Saints. This week Theme Gold Saints is Sagittarius Aiolos. Tips on summoning/invocation Usually the rate of summoning a saints depends on its rarity: S Saints are 2%, A Saints are 20% and B Saints is 78%. But dev did not
confirm those chances. But ever notice of the text in the lower left corner of the screen in the call page? This text matters, and it serves as an extra lucky point when summoning Saints when you pointed to the right coordinates. There are 3 label indicator for these text, Luckiest gives it higher: LuckiestLuckierLucky
Depending on the server, these text changes from time to time and after server to server. Below is the list of summon tips and corresponding constellation or coordinates (You do not need to target the exact coordinates that point close to the coordinates will be good). Be sure to only do this tricks on single shots, no more.
TipsConstellationTimes are ChangingDo not point to any Constellation, point in Free spaceNorthern LuckPegasus(22°06'39, 23h8m0s) Western LuckAries(25°47'51, 2h8m9s) Virgo(0°44'45, 12h14m35s) Eastern LuckSagittarius(-37°33'9, 19h13m5s) Center of Hound, Leo and Virgo(17°55'29, 12h3m42s) Libra(-15°8'17,
15h1m16s) Scorpio(28°33'56, 16h8m26s) Crane(-46°29'20, 21h14m25s) Southern LuckAries(25°47'51, 2h8m9s) Middle of Cancer(3°43'51, 8h9m50s) Beginnings and EndingsBetween Aries and Pisces (17°48'34, 1h14m43s)Near Endless CuriosityScorpio(28°33'56, 16h8m26s) Hound(38°2'17, 12h9m27s) Three
Constellation are in luckScorpio(28°33'56, 16h8m26s) Time FliesScorpio(28°33'56, 16h8m26s) Taurus(18°9'47, 4h8m12s) Fire Makes Metal indicates the arrival of good fortune. Virgo(0°44'45, 12h14m35s) Sagittarius(-37°23'53, 19h11m40s) What you need to do is target the corresponding constellation when



summoning a Summon Theme or Advanced Summon. Testing the Tips We tried to use this trick, after 38 draws, we got an S Gold Cancer Deathmask. The current lucky tip was Luckier, Eastern Luck and we've pointed all the draws to the Sagittarius constellation. this will increase your chances of getting Gold Saints and
A Saints. However, this information is not yet confirmed by the game devs, but a lot of players got luckier when following tricks. You don't want to lose anything when you try it. How to Summon Gold Saints in Saint Seiya Awakening, Tips &amp; Guide Erwin Bantilan Article Tags: Saint Seiya Awakening Article Categories:
Guide · How to Summoning Knights is one of Saint Seiya: Awakenings' most fun (or frustrating) mechanics. This is the main way to unlock new characters, and there's a way to increase your chances of getting gold knights, rank S and rank A: by pointing to the right constellations. Warning: This technique has not yet
been proven by game developers. However, many players report that they have achieved rank S and A knights quickly using these tips. It is important to remember that the technique does not guarantee these signs, it only increases the chance of getting them. Good luck! Tips for Summoning Knights Rank S and Rank A
First, in the activation menu at the bottom left of the screen, one of the three statuses will always be written: Lucky Very Lucky (Luckier) The luckiest as you might imagine, this is the meter of your luck right now. Therefore, always try to summon when the cursor says Luckiest. Don't waste your resources trying to convene
on other days. Then, in Advanced Summoning and Thematic Summoning, before clicking the summon button, also check out is written right under your luck. Depending on the phrase, point the compass at a specific point in the sky. Check out the table below for all variables: Tip Constellation Times changes (Times
change) Pegasus (Aries) 25 ° 47'51 , 2h8m9s Virgo (Virgo) 0 ° 44'45 , 12:14:35 Eastern luck (Eastern Luck) Sagittarius (Sagittarius) -37 ° 33'9 , 7:13 Half of hounds, Lion or Virgo (Hound , Leo or Virgo) 17 ° 55'29 , 12h3m42s Pound (Pound) -15 ° 8'17 , 15h1m1m16s Scorpio (Scorpio) 28° 33'56 , 16h8m26s Crane -46°
29'20, 21h14m25s Southern Luck (Southern Luck) Aries (Aries) 25° 47'51 , 2h8m9s Cancer Media 3 ° 43'51 , 8h9m50s Beginnings and Ends (Begginings and ends) between Aries and Pisces (Aries and Pisces) 17 ° 48'34 , 1:14:43 Almost infinite curiosity (Near Endless Curiosity) Scorpio (Scorpio) 28 ° 33'56 , 16h8m26s
Hound Dogs 38° 2'17, 12h9m27s Three constellations are in luck (Three Constellations are in happiness) Scorpio (Scorpio) 28° 33'56, 16h8m26s Time flies (Time Flies Scorpio (Scorpio) 28 ° 33'56 , 16h8m26s Taurus Taurus 18 ° 9'47 , 4h8m12s Fire indicates the arrival of good luck (Four indicates the arrival of
happiness) Virgo (Virgo) 0 ° 44 '45 , 12:14:35 Sagittarius (Sagittarius) -37 ° 23'53 , 7:11 You do not need to point the compass at the exact coordinates described above. It's enough to leave it close enough. Also make sure to accumulate enough to try several times in a row, so you just have to leave the compass in one
place. Place.
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